MTC HANDS OVER $100 000 TO NAMIBIAN GOLD COAST FRIENDLY GAMES CHAMPIONS – AS A SHOW
OF SUPPORT AND APPRECIATION
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Windhoek – 10 May 2018 -The 2018 edition of the Commonwealth Games, dubbed the Friendly games
in Gold Coast – Australia, saw Namibians athlete Jonas Junias Jonas and Helalia Johannes returned
home to a rousing welcome, following their gold winning exploits on the boxing and marathon field.
Jonas and Johannes, scooped Gold medals at the Games in April and MTC being synonymous with
sporting development, rewarded the duo with N$50 000 each for their efforts.
Raised MTC, Chief Human Capital and Corporate Affairs Officer, Tim Ekandjo, emphasized that the
windfall was given to them as a gesture to inspire, motivate and galvanized other athletes to duplicate
the efforts of the duo.
Equally so, pointed out Ekandjo ““MTC decided to award these two winners so as to show the young
athletes that hard work pays off. Their performance in Australia was not for them as individuals, but
for us as a country,
“It is a privilege to support our athletes and be part of this great story. MTC is committed towards
identifying, nurturing and supporting untapped sporting talent. We believe that MTC’ s partnership
and deep roots within the sporting fraternity offers an opportunity for a new crop of athletes to come
to the limelight, demonstrating that truly, when we come together, great things happen and we look
towards to support more sporting initiative in the future ” atone Ekandjo.
Since its establishment in 1994, MTC has been the principal supporter of local sports in the country,
having spent over N$150 million in the football, athletics, rugby, cricket, golf and tennis disciplines.
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Note to Editors:
About MTC History
MTC (Mobile Telecommunications Limited) was established in 1995 as a joint venture between
Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings (NPTH), Telia and Swedfund. During May 2004,
NPTH concluded a deal that saw it hold 100% of the shares in MTC by acquiring the 49% held by
Telia Overseas AB and Swedfund International AB. NPTH is 100% owned by the Government of the
Republic of Namibia. On 1 September 2006 the sale of 34% of MTC shares to Portugal Telecom (PT)
was concluded with the management contract also ceded to PT. MTC’s shareholding is currently
under review.
Operational Philosophy
MTC recognizes commitment to our common vision, to growth and profitability and to enjoying the
work, we do. We achieve this through continuous change and development in a dynamic industry.
We grasp opportunities to develop MTC in a structured manner.
We are committed to a culture of mutual respect, honesty, fairness, integrity, transparency,
accountability and trust, and dare each other to perform in an excellent manner. We reward people
according to the value they bring to MTC. We serve our customers to the best of our ability and strive
to improve this service wherever possible.
HARAMBE PP
Implementing Harambe Prosperity Plan (HPP) is a socio-economic imperative to re-dress
imbalances of the past. It is as much the public, private and state owned sectors’ responsibility, as it
is the government’s duty to transform. Promoting HPP is an important element of being a responsible
corporate citizen of Namibia. MTC is HPP sensitive as it is an issue of national interest, ensuring our
survival in the future. Through this, a solid foundation is created for sustainable economic activity
and development.

